Alan Powers: author/zoömusicologist/poet/composer

Alan Powers.

Alan Powers wrote a book
on avian and human
language (2003. BirdTalk:
Conversations with Birds.
Berkeley: Frog).

Alan writes: "The language of birds is very ancient, and, like
other modes of speech, very elliptical; little is said, but much is
meant and understood" (Gilbert White, Natural History of
Selborne, 1788, ed. Mabey 1977). I still daily hear new
variants on the familiar talk of the Titimice, White-Throated
Sparrows, Song Sparrows, Robins, Wood Thrush, Cardinals,
and Orioles on the country roads I walk (usually reading in
Italian, Russian, French and Latin classics). I see this
reciprocity and respect of other species, especially for me
birds, as the bottom line: though banding and transmitters
have increased our knowledge, they intrude on birdlife. Our
technical recording of birds, like Kroodsma's rich panoply, do
not help us learn what they know—and we need to. But
recordings do inform us, inductively, about bird ideas of
beauty.
I have urged our national Audubon Society to challenge
our poisonous obsession with chemicals and lawns, which
devastate critters. A lawn is not inherently beautiful, but a
learned aesthetic. My neighbors poison fields to discourage
prickly vines upon which ground-nesting birds depend. We
have consequently lost our nesting Woodcocks—and most
species of ground-feeding birds, with the subsequent rise in
tick-bred Lyme disease. (Shakespeare mentions Woodcock
behavior in Twelfth Night 4.2.56ff.) A friend's cockatoo can
imitate my laugh perfectly, payback from my life of imitating
timbre and varying birdtalk.
We have failed as the Judeo-Christian guarantors of other
species. We are the Proud Species, and our pride blinds us to
what we can learn from other species. From birds I have
learned about predation (warnings) and weather, about
elation and plangent mood, about virtuosity, about
quartertones and glissandos, varying for individuality as in
jazz (see Len Howard's Birds as Individuals). Curiously, even
the most melodic birds aspire to being drummers, and they
are really a different drummer. Maybe their youth leads to
drumming. Despite the couple dozen fine recent books on bird
vocalization, I still turn to Schuyler Matthews and Simeon
Cheney, and even White (above). I love to talk with European
Blackbirds, and when I can get high-pitched enough, Robins.
Messaien has helped the world to hear what they are saying,
as does Hollis Taylor and her colleagues.

Alan Powers notating birdsong in Italy.

From the birdsong notebook of Alan Powers.

Links
http://www.habitableworlds.com/pages/birdtalk.html
http://www.ulu-late.com

Alan incorporates some of his transcriptions into jazz heads.

